11/20/18

WORKING MEETING OPENED At 5:15

Davis’s motion - Ray = Second

5:25 Board discussed the Toad Department and no decision was made.

5:25 Discussed Admin Position - Linda Franze Candidate

5:50 Discussed 3rd Pct. driver with Toad Agent.

Discussed Requirements for Equipment Daily Inspections. Forms to be submitted on file for inspections.

Highway Advisory Committee at a date, time, and place to be determined by the Selectmen.

6:02 Motion to open business meeting: Davis by Youngs

Transfer Station Attendant Applications.

Selectman Youngs to talk to Randy Tucker about need to hire a backup.

6:10 Davis to Nominate Youngs for Chairman and Currier 2nd. Approved.

Library Trustee Kay Thompson Bailey discussed Payroll processing with the Board. The payroll requests are to be delivered to the offices - not dropped in the mailbox.

6:40 Made motion by Youngs that a detail is not required for the Town of Wentworth for NHEC to conduct repairs. Defe to NHEC to determine if they will require a detail in addition to their existing safety measures. 2nd by S. Davis. This was done in response to a NHEC letter.
Steve will email/contact Dept heads about scheduling Budget dates.

248 6:52 Motion by Steve second by Roy to close meeting.

OK

2/12/07